Name:
Period:

The Glory Field
Vocabulary: January 1964
A. Rate your vocabulary knowledge.
4 – I could easily teach it to a group
3 – I think I know what it means but I
could use a review

2 – I have seen it or heard it before
1 – I have no idea what it means

WORD

SENTENCE

demonstration,
n.

“What we need – what black folks need –
is education, not demonstrations.”

integration, n.

“The old school, which had become
predominately black two years after
integration, had been renamed.”

winced, v.

During the basketball game when Tommy
felt his opponent’s elbow in the back of
his head, he winced.

defiantly, adv.

“Tommy had wanted to stand up and look
him defiantly in the eyes, but his legs
wouldn’t work.”

inadequate, adj.

Saying he learned something was
inadequate, Tommy could not even begin
to put into words what he learned that
day.

WHAT DO YOU THINK IT
MEANS?

Before
Instruction

After
Instruction

Name:
Period:
B. Fill in the meaning of the word during the class discussion, then fill in the sentence
examples with your own words.
Word

Definition

Examples/Showing Sentences

demonstration, n.

A _____________ event in
which people
____________ or show
______________ of
something.

At the anti‐war demonstration people were seen carrying
signs saying “____________________________________
_______________________________________________”.

Becoming part of a
___________ or society
and being
________________ by
them.

___________________was difficult for the humans arriving
on Mars because the Martians _______________________
________________________________________________.

To suddenly _________
your expression when you
see, hear, feel, or
remember something
__________________.

Sara ______________ when she remembered being forced
to eat ___________________________ during a game of
truth or dare.

Refusing to ___________
somebody

The puppy ________________ stood in place when
his owner ordered him to _____________________
_______________________________________________.

Not __________ enough

An _____________________ homework assignment is
missing _______________________________________
_______________________________________________.

integration, n.

winced, v.

defiantly, adv.

inadequate, adj.

C. For homework complete the Vocabulary Questions on a separate piece of binder
paper.
1. You are asked to create tee‐shirts for a demonstration against school violence.
What slogan and picture would you put on your tee‐shirt?
2. Are separate but equal facilities an example of integration? Why or why not?
3. Why did Mrs. Dalziel wince when she got a paper cut?
4. In section 2, why would Frank Petty consider Elijah’s behavior defiant?
5. Your mother tells you that you did an inadequate job of cleaning your room.
What should you do?
** Don’t forget to rate the vocabulary word now that we reviewed them in class.**

